
Survey	  ques*ons	  



The Gene Ontology (GO) is a set of controlled terms used to describe the attributes of a gene product.
The GO is divided into three aspects: Molecular Function (e.g. protein tyrosine kinase activity),
Biological Process (e.g. phosphorylation) and Cellular Component (e.g. plasma membrane). The terms
in the GO are structured in a hierarchy that formally describes the relationships between them. At its
simplest level, for example, protein tyrosine kinase activity is a child of protein kinase activity, but more
complex relationships exist. For example, meiotic cell cycle is related to the cell cycle and reproductive
biological process branches of the GO (illustrated below).

FlyBase is examining ways to utilise the data we hold to help summarise a gene's function and to
present this data in a more accessible manner. In this survey we are asking you to provide feedback on
improving the presentation of Gene Ontology (GO) data.

Introduction

Display of Gene Ontology Annotations
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GO summary ribbon displays in the gene report

Display of Gene Ontology Annotations

In the new version of FlyBase, due for beta release later this year, we will introduce "ribbon" graphical summaries
(developed by Mouse Genome Informatics, MGI) for the presentation of GO data. These summary ribbons use the
hierarchical structure of the ontology to group terms under generalised, high-level categories. For example, the GO term
"ATP binding" is grouped under "small molecule binding", as shown in the example for Cdk1 below.

1. Where would you like to see the GO ribbons summaries displayed in the gene report? 

Choose one option below.

In a GO summary ribbon section below the "Genome location" section (panel A)

In a GO summary ribbon section above the "Genome location" section (panel B)

In a GO summary ribbon section below the "Genome location" section and repeated in the corresponding GO
section (panel A + C)

In a GO summary ribbon section above the "Genome location" section and repeated in the corresponding GO
section (panel B + C)
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Display of GO annotations in the gene report

Display of Gene Ontology Annotations

In the gene report the GO annotations are split into the three aspects: Molecular Function, Biological Process and
Cellular Component. These are further subdivided into annotations that have been inferred from experimental
observations and those that have been inferred from predictions or assertions made by curators or automated pipelines.
The following questions address the display of data in this section.

2. The GO terms are displayed in alphabetical order and not based on the hierarchy of the ontology. What changes
can we make to the ordering of terms that will aid understanding?
The option examples illustrated below are based on experimentally inferred biological process annotations for
Cdk1.

Choose one option.

Do not change, I find the alphabetical listing easy to understand (panel A)

Sort the GO data using the ribbon categories, using only populated ribbon categories as section headers (panel B)

Sort the GO data using the ribbon categories, using all ribbon categories as section headers, indicating how many
terms are under each category (panel C)

Sort the GO data using the hierarchical structure of the ontology, but do not split into categories (panel D)

None of the above - own comment
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3. Should we continue to display GO annotations as two separate sections - those inferred from experimental
data and those based on predictions/assertions, as in the example for Cdk1 molecular function below? Or
would you prefer to have GO annotations from both experimental and non-experimental evidence displayed
together?

Choose one option.

Continue to separate based on evidence, as this is useful to me

Do not separate based on evidence, I find the evidence statement sufficient to differentiate

Do not separate based on evidence, but highlight where the evidence is experimental (e.g. by an icon)

Don't know
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Future developments for ribbon summaries

Display of Gene Ontology Annotations

FlyBase would like to introduce ribbon summaries for other data types. The questions below will help direct future
development.

4. In order of preference, rank the following data types you would like to see summarized in ribbon displays,
where 1 is most valuable and 3 is the least.

Expression

Phenotype

Human Disease connection*

*for example, summarizing the data on fly genes used to model human disease and/or fly orthologs of human genes
linked to disease

5. The allele reports contain associated phenotype data. Along with gene-level ribbon summaries in gene
reports, should we also build ribbons specific for alleles to be included in the individual allele reports?
An example of how phenotype data could be displayed for an allele of Cdk1 is shown below.

Choose one option.

Yes, a ribbon display of this data in allele reports would be useful to me

No. The summaries should be only on the gene reports

Don't know
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Comments and Suggestions

Display of Gene Ontology Annotations

6. Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. If you have any comments or suggestions about
ribbon summaries or the display of GO data, please add them below.
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46.78% 80

31.58% 54

14.04% 24

7.60% 13

Q1 Where would you like to see the GO
ribbons summaries displayed in the gene

report? Choose one option below.
Answered: 171 Skipped: 1

Total 171

In a GO
summary ribb...

In a GO
summary ribb...

In a GO
summary ribb...

In a GO
summary ribb...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

46.78%

31.58%

14.04%

7.60%

Answer Choices Responses

In a GO summary ribbon  section below the "Genome location" section (panel A)

In a GO summary ribbon section below the "Genome location" section and repeated in the corresponding GO section (panel A + C)

In a GO summary ribbon section above the "Genome location" section (panel B)

In a GO summary ribbon section above the "Genome location" section and repeated in the corresponding GO section (panel B + C)
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48.82%
83

28.82%
49

15.88%
27

4.71% 8

1.76% 3

Q2 The GO terms are displayed in
alphabetical order and not based on the
hierarchy of the ontology. What changes
can we make to the ordering of terms that

will aid understanding?The option
examples illustrated below are based on

experimentally inferred biological process
annotations for Cdk1.Choose one option.

Answered: 170 Skipped: 2

Total 170

Sort the GO
data using t...

Sort the GO
data using t...

Do not change,
I find the...

Sort the GO
data using t...

None of the
above - own...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

48.82%

28.82%

15.88%

4.71%

1.76%

Answer Choices Responses

Sort the GO data using the ribbon categories, using only populated ribbon categories as section headers (panel B)

Sort the GO data using the ribbon categories, using all ribbon categories as section headers, indicating how many terms are under each category
(panel C)

Do not change, I find the alphabetical listing easy to understand (panel A)

Sort the GO data using the hierarchical structure of the ontology, but do not split into categories (panel D)

None of the above - own comment
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62.32% 86

23.91% 33

10.87% 15

2.90% 4

Q3 Should we continue to display GO
annotations as two separate sections -

those inferred from experimental data and
those based on predictions/assertions, as
in the example for Cdk1 molecular function

below? Or would you prefer to have GO
annotations from both experimental and

non-experimental evidence displayed
together?Choose one option.

Answered: 138 Skipped: 34

Total 138

Continue to
separate bas...

Do not
separate bas...

Do not
separate bas...

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

62.32%

23.91%

10.87%

2.90%

Answer Choices Responses

Continue to separate based on evidence, as this is useful to me

Do not separate based on evidence, but highlight where the evidence is experimental (e.g. by an icon)

Do not separate based on evidence, I find the evidence statement sufficient to differentiate

Don't know
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Q4 In order of preference, rank the
following data types you would like to see
summarized in ribbon displays, where 1 is

most valuable and 3 is the least.
Answered: 166 Skipped: 6

57.58%
95

38.18%
63

4.24%
7

 
165

 
2.53

39.39%
65

49.70%
82

10.91%
18

 
165

 
2.28

3.64%
6

11.52%
19

84.85%
140

 
165

 
1.19

1 2 3

Phenotype Expression Human Disease
connection*
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70.59% 120

17.65% 30

11.76% 20

Q5 The allele reports contain associated
phenotype data. Along with gene-level

ribbon summaries in gene reports, should
we also build ribbons specific for alleles to
be included in the individual allele reports?
An example of how phenotype data could

be displayed for an allele of Cdk1 is shown
below.Choose one option.

Answered: 170 Skipped: 2

Total 170

Yes, a ribbon
display of t...

No. The
summaries...

Don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

70.59%

17.65%

11.76%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes, a ribbon display of this data in allele reports would be useful to me

No. The summaries should be only on the gene reports

Don't know
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